Recently, a system concept for joint communication and positioning has been proposed by the authors. Channel parameter estimation (CPE) is the core part of this system proposal. Parameters of the physical channel, which can be exploited for positioning, are estimated based on the assumption that a priori knowledge about pulse shaping and receive filtering is available. At the same time, channel estimates of the equivalent discrete-time channel model, which are needed for data detection, are obtained inherently. This article focusses on the positioning part of the system proposal. Performance limits for CPE in terms of Cramer-Rao lower bounds are determined for different channel models. The influence of oversampling and of different channel characteristics is investigated. Oversampling proves especially helpful in dense multipath scenarios, which are most challenging. Based on the presented results, oversampling with a factor of two is recommended in order to improve the positioning accuracy. Excessive oversampling like in conventional global positioning system receivers is not necessary.
Introduction
Interest in joint communication and positioning is steadily increasing [1] [2] [3] [4] . The combination of communication and positioning offers a wide range of advantages and synergistic effects like enhanced resource allocation or improved power control in cellular networks. Furthermore, applications such as locating emergency calls, tracking, and guiding firefighters or policemen on a mission, or location-based services become feasible. Communication and positioning can be combined in different ways: existing systems can be combined in a hybrid receiver, existing systems can be extended to provide additional services, or new systems with a unified signal structure can be designed. The latter approach is considered in this article. The main aim of such a joint communication and positioning system is to provide high data rates with low bit error rate for the communication part, and a high localization accuracy for the positioning part. Since it is quite challenging to fulfil both conditions at the same time, a flexible system configuration is desirable in order adjust the tradeoff between communication and positioning to the recent needs: in case of an emergency call, emphasis can be laid on the positioning part, whereas the communication payload can be increased in case of data transmissions like file downloads or video streaming. Furthermore, a flexible configuration allows adapting the transmission scheme to changing channel conditions in order to fulfil a certain quality of service.
Recently, a system concept for joint communication and positioning has been proposed by the authors of [5, 6] . The system proposal is based on multi-layer interleavedivision multiple access (ML-IDMA) [7] in combination with pilot layer-aided channel estimation (PLACE) [8] . ML-IDMA is a combination of interleave-division multiplexing (IDM) and IDMA. The application of IDM as multiplexing scheme is essential for the system proposal since it provides the desired flexibility, while the choice of the multiple access scheme is less crucial. IDM is a special code-division multiplexing scheme, where different data streams (called layers) are separated by layer-wise interleaving. The key idea for joint communication and positioning is to allocate one layer with a known training pattern employed for positioning and channel estimation, whereas the remaining layers are information-bearing http://asp.eurasipjournals.com/content/2012/1/178 layers employed for data communication. This article focusses on the positioning part of the proposed system, which is based on the time-of-arrival (ToA) concept: Radiolocation is typically performed in two steps [9] . First, parameters of the physical channel like the received signal strength, the angle-of-arrival, or the ToA are estimated (parameter estimation). Based on these parameters, the position of the mobile station is determined in a second step (position estimation). The parameter estimation error translates into a positioning error via the geometric dilution of precision (GDOP) [10] . Given a certain GDOP, the positioning accuracy increases if the parameter estimation error decreases. Thus, accurate parameter estimation is a prerequisite for precise radiolocation.
Channel parameter estimation (CPE) is the core part of the proposed system concept. Based on the assumption that a priori information about pulse shaping and receive filtering is available, parameters of the physical channel including the ToA are estimated and exploited for positioning. At the same time, estimates for the channel coefficients of the equivalent discrete-time channel model, which are needed for data detection, are obtained inherently. Thus, CPE enables positioning and data detection. Typically, only one aspect of CPE is considered: On the one hand, CPE is well known in the context of channel sounding [11] [12] [13] . In this case, the parameters of the physical channel are of interest, while the channel coefficients of the equivalent discrete-time channel model, which are available as well, are not further processed. On the other hand, the usage of a priori information about pulse shaping and receive filtering has already been suggested in [14] [15] [16] for improved channel estimation in communication systems. In this case, the information about the physical channel is discarded. For joint communication and positioning, both aspects of CPE are exploited.
The channel parameter estimator considered in this contribution is based on the maximum-likelihood principle. There are two equivalent approaches: On the one hand, the channel parameters can be estimated directly from the received samples as it is often the case for channel sounding [11] [12] [13] . Similar estimators have been investigated for example in the context of Rake receivers in code-division multiple access [17] or for pure navigation purposes [18] . On the other hand, CPE can be performed in two steps: First, standard channel estimation (without a priori information about pulse shaping and receive filtering) is applied in order to obtain a preliminary estimate of the channel coefficients. Based on this pre-stage channel estimates, the parameters of the physical channel are estimated and enhanced channel estimates are obtained. This two-step approach is for example considered in [19] . Similar to the channel estimation approaches in [14] [15] [16] , the channel estimates which are available after CPE are more reliable than the pre-stage channel estimates due to the exploitation of a priori information about pulse shaping and receive filtering. Since the approach based on the received samples and the two-step approach based on the pre-stage channel estimates are equivalent, the latter approach is recommended due to complexity reasons.
In this article, performance limits for parameter estimation in terms of Cramer-Rao lower bounds (CRLBs) are determined for different channel models. Especially, the impact of oversampling is analyzed. Three different kinds of channel models are considered: A single-path channel, several two-path channels, and different wireless world initiative new radio (WINNER) channels with numerous multipath components. The single-path channel is taken into account since it is the best possible case for positioning and, thus, provides a lower bound for all other channel models. By means of the two-path channel models, the influence of different channel characteristics such as the excess delay, power ratio, and phase offset of the propagation paths can be investigated. The results obtained for the two-path channels are the basis for more realistic channel models with an arbitrary number of propagation paths like the WINNER channel models that are considered in this article. It is observed that oversampling provides a performance gain compared to symbol-rate sampling. Oversampling proves especially helpful in dense multipath scenarios, which are most challenging with respect to positioning. Since the performance for all oversampling factors larger than two is about the same, oversampling with a factor of two is recommended.
Many applications of joint communication and positioning are located in urban or indoor areas including hotspots like train stations, airports, or shopping malls. In these environments, multipath components are typically dense, i.e., these environments are very demanding concerning radiolocation. However, the required positioning accuracy is quite high in urban or indoor areas. Often, it is not possible to meet the required accuracy with a single radiolocation method. Therefore, several radiolocation methods should be combined via sensor fusion [20] [21] [22] in order to improve the positioning accuracy. Keeping in mind that a system can always be extended by assisting concepts, the system proposal should be understood as a single contribution concerning positioning, that can be combined with other radiolocation methods via sensor fusion.
The remainder of this article is organized as follows: In Section "System concept", the system and channel model is introduced and the joint communication and positioning system proposed by the authors is presented. CPE is explained in Section "CPE". The basic estimation problem is introduced and the twostep maximum-likelihood approach is presented. In Section "Performance limits-CRLB", performance limits for the derived channel parameter estimator are http://asp.eurasipjournals.com/content/2012/1/178 determined in terms of CRLBs. Numerical results for different channel models and for different oversampling factors are presented. Furthermore, the impact of the obtained results on the overall positioning process are discussed. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section "Conclusion".
System concept
Throughout this article, the discrete-time complex baseband notation is used. Let x [ κ], 0 ≤ κ < K , denote the κth symbol of a coded and modulated burst of length K . If oversampling is applied, this sequence is upsampled to a burst of length K = JK , where J is the oversampling factor. The symbols of the upsampled sequence are given according to
In case of symbol-rate sampling (J = 1), both sequences are the same (
Assuming a linear modulation scheme, the received sample y[ k] at time index k is given by (2) where h l [ k] is the lth channel coefficient of the equivalent discrete-time channel model with channel memory length L and n[ k] is a zero mean Gaussian noise sample. The equivalent discrete-time channel model comprises all continuous-time elements of a transmission link, namely the pulse shaping filter g Tx (τ ), the time-variant physical channel c(τ , t), additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN), the receive filter g Rx (τ ), and sampling. This means that the channel coefficients h l [ k] are the samples of the overall channel weight function h(τ , t), which is given by the convolution of g Tx (τ ), c(τ , t), and g Rx (τ ). Due to the associative and commutative properties of the convolution, pulse shaping and receive filtering can be combined:
is typically modeled by a weighted sum of delayed Dirac impulses. In this case, the channel coefficients after sampling at t = kT + ε are given by
where
are the complex amplitude and the propagation delay of the ith propagation path, respectively. Furthermore, I denotes the number of propagation paths, T = T s /J denotes the sampling period, which is given as a fraction of the symbol duration T s , and ε is the sampling phase, that accounts for sampling time offsets. The noise process n[ k] in (2) is generally colored because white Gaussian noise with zero mean and variance σ 2 n is added to the continuous-time signal before receive filtering, i.e., the white Gaussian noise is filtered by g Rx (τ ). Thus, the sampled autocorrelation function of n[ k] is given by
with k = k 1 − k 2 and where
denotes the autocorrelation function of the receive filter. If a square-root Nyquist pulse is applied at the receiver, the noise remains white for symbol-rate sampling.
The channel coefficients in (3) depend on propagation delays τ i [ k] of the physical channel. For positioning based on the ToA, the propagation delay of the first arriving path, τ 1 [ k], needs to be estimated. In contrast, perfect synchronization is often assumed for the simulation of communication systems. This means that the propagation delay of the first arriving path is known and eliminated perfectly such that excess delays
are considered only. The sampling phase ε is zero in this case. Consequently, the leading channel coefficients with zero values are eliminated and a shorter channel memory length can be taken into account. The assumption of perfect synchronization is not applicable in this contribution since the positioning part of the proposed system concept is based on the ToA. Therefore, a coarse synchronization is considered subsequently, that eliminates the propagation delay of the first arriving path only approximately:
This means that excess delays in combination with a nonzero sampling phase are taken into account. In this case, the propagation delays in (3) are replaced by excess delays:
Based on the above assumptions, the estimation of the ToAτ 1 [ k] corresponds to the estimation of the sampling phaseε. The final ToA estimate, that can be exploited for positioning, is given aŝ
It should be noted here that the requirements concerning synchronization differ for communication and positioning purposes. Assuming that a correlation-based synchronization is performed, the highest correlation peak should be chosen for communication purposes in order to maximize the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at the receiver side. In contrast, the first correlation peak, which might not be the highest, is important for positioning via the ToA. With the proposed system concept both requirements can be met: http://asp.eurasipjournals.com/content/2012/1/178
First, a coarse synchronization is performed that maximizes the SNR. Then, the ToA is determined more accurately by estimating the sampling phase using CPE. Thus, CPE corresponds to a fine-tuning of synchronization for positioning purposes. Now, it becomes clear why CPE is the core part of the proposed joint communication and positioning system. Channel estimation is mandatory for communication purposes since the channel coefficients of the equivalent discrete-time channel model need to be known for data detection. If the parameters of the physical channel are estimated, positioning is enabled and estimates of the channel coefficients are available inherently. The relationship in (6) is the basis for CPE. From (6) , it is obvious that the channel coefficients are known if the parameters of the physical channel (
and the shape of the filter g (τ ) are known. Training symbols should be inserted into the transmission burst in order to simplify CPE. All multiplexing techniques including time-division multiplexing (TDM) and frequency-division multiplexing can be applied for that purposes. According to the system proposal in [5, 6] , IDM [7] in combination with PLACE [8] is considered in this article. The main idea of IDM is to linearly superimpose several data streams of a user, which are called layers in the following. In case of PLACE, a pilot layer containing training symbols is additionally superimposed onto the data layers for CPE purposes as shown in Figure 1 . Each data layer is either dedicated to communication purposes (e.g., speech or video transmission) or it may carry auxiliary information for localization purposes (e.g., time of departure or positions of reference objects). The layers are distinguished by layer-specific interleavers:
denote the nth bit of the mth data layer. Each bit sequence is encoded with code rate R = N/K (ENC), interleaved by a layer-specific interleaver (π m ) and mapped onto the complex plane via binary phase shift keying (BPSK), which leads to the layerwise symbols x m [ κ] . Before all data layers and the pilot layer with training symbols x 0 [ κ] are summed up, an adequate power and phase allocation with complex weighting factors a m e jξ m is performed. Thus, the κth symbol of the transmission burst of length K is given by
Each symbol x [ κ] carries B = RM bits, where B is called bit load [7] . Since all layers employ the same encoders in combination with BPSK mapping, the transmitter structure of IDM is very simple. However, IDM offers a flexible configuration, which is desirable for joint communication and positioning, because the data rate can be easily adapted by changing the number of data layers M instead of changing the modulation scheme [23] . Furthermore, layer-wise unequal error protection can easily be achieved by assigning different amplitude levels to different layers [7] . Similarly, the tradeoff between communication and positioning purposes can be regulated via an adequate power allocation. The ratio of the pilot layer power to the total power,
can be varied between 0 and 1, where ρ = 0 and ρ = 1 correspond to no training at all and pure training, respectively. 
CPE
For the purpose of CPE, the channel model in (6) is reformulated by combining the excess delays with the sampling phase to auxiliary parameters
which are termed coarse excess delays in the following. Furthermore, block fading is assumed, i.e., the parameters of the physical channel do not change over the transmission burst. In this case, the channel coefficients do not depend on the time index k anymore: exists, for which the block fading assumption is valid. If the parameters are fixed to specific values, that can not be changed, and the block fading assumption is violated, the transmission burst can be subdivided into smaller blocks, for which the block fading assumption is valid again. In this case, CPE can be performed block-instead of burst-wise (sliding window approach, see also [8] ). Consequently, the assumption of block fading is adequate and hardly restricts the applicability of the proposed channel parameter estimator. In order to emphasize the functional relationship between the parameters of the physical channel (f i , i , 1 ≤ i ≤ I) and the channel coefficients of the equivalent discrete-time channel h l , the channel parameters are stacked in a vector
of length P = 3I. Each propagation path is characterized by three parameters: the real and imaginary part of the complex amplitude, Re f i and Im f i , and the coarse excess delay i . The channel coefficients in (10) can be expressed as a function of the parameter vector in (11) according to
Based on the training symbols
Inserting (8) into (2) leads to:
Only the first part in (13) is useful for CPE, while the second part (data layer interference) complicates CPE. Typically, turbo-type iterative receivers are applied for data detection in case of IDM and related techniques [24] [25] [26] , i.e., the receiver consists of a multi-layer detector (MLD) and a bank of layer-wise decoders. At the MLD, only the multiplexing and the channel constraint are taken into account ignoring the coding constraint. In contrast, the layer-wise decoders consider the coding constraint only. Extrinsic information is exchanged iteratively between the MLD and the decoders. In this way, the quality of the incorporated estimates can be increased over iterations. In case of channel estimation, the feedback information from the decoders can be used to mitigate the data layer interference [8] : By means of data layer interference cancellation (DIC), improved channel estimates are obtained, which in turn lead to improved data estimates. Typically, the data layer interference can be cancelled nearly perfectly, i.e., the residual data layer interference after an adequate number of receiver iterations is negligible. Under certain conditions, the residual data layer interference is not negligible anymore. In this case, the residual data layer interference can be modeled as a Gaussian variable according to the central limit theorem because M and L are typically large. Then, the noise and the residual data layer interference can easily be combined to a single Gaussian distortion with increased variance compared to pure noise, i.e., non-negligible residual data layer interference corresponds to a decrease in SNR. Hence, it is sufficient to consider perfect DIC for the derivation of performance limits for CPE. This means that CPE is first performed after an adequate number of receiver iterations. Previously, standard channel estimation is applied. The assumption of perfect DIC leads to
Without loss of generality, ξ 0 = 0 can be assumed. The remaining phases ξ m are distributed equally between 0 and π. Furthermore, the amplitude of the pilot layer can be expressed as a 0 = √ ρ due to power normalization
Based on the observations after DIC in (14) , the parameter vector θ can be estimated via the maximum-likelihood (ML) approach [27, 28] exploiting a priori information about the pilot symbols x 0 [ k] and the overall pulse shape g (τ ) (including pulse shaping and receive filtering). ML estimators are asymptotically optimal (unbiased and efficient), i.e., they achieve the best possible performance given by the CRLB for a large number of observations or at high SNR. Furthermore, the ML estimators correspond to the least-squares (LS) estimators in case of Gaussian noise. For the derivation of the ML estimator for CPE, it is useful to express (14) in vector/matrix notation:
T is the observation vector containing the received samples after DIC and X 0 is the training matrix with Toeplitz structure:
T denote the channel coefficient vector and a zero mean Gaussian noise vector with covariance matrix C n , respectively. The entries of the noise covariance matrix are determined according to the autocorrelation function of the noise process given in (4):
As already mentioned above, there are two equivalent approaches to estimate the channel parameters θ based on the signal model in (15)- (17) . The first approach is based on the received samples y DIC and the second approach relies on so-called pre-stage channel estimateš h that are obtained via a standard channel estimation algorithm from the received samples y DIC . Due to complexity reasons, only the second approach is considered subsequently. Since block fading is assumed, the pre-stage channel estimates can be obtained in closed form via (weighted) least-squares channel estimation [28] :
where η ∼ CN 0, C η is the channel estimation error with covariance matrix
At this stage, the a priori information about pulse shaping and receive filtering is not exploited yet. The a priori information about pulse shaping and receive filtering is incorporated in a second step applying the ML principle:
The parameters of the physical channel θ are estimated by maximizing the likelihood function p(ȟ, θ ) [28] :
Due to the pulse shape g (τ ), the metric in (20) is nonlinear, i.e., the minimization cannot be solved in closed form. Exhaustive search is prohibitive because the search space (parameter space) is continuous and of high dimension (P = 3I). Hence, an optimization method needs to be applied, which typically performs the minimization/maximization in an iterative manner. Due to the superposition of several multipath components, there exist many local optima besides the global optimum. Hence, a global optimization method is required in general. A viable global optimization algorithm is for example particle swarm optimization (PSO) [29, 30] exploited by global optimization methods to narrow the search space and to simplify the global search. In this case, PSO needs much less computations on average compared to acquisition. In general, there is a tradeoff between performance and complexity. In order to choose an adequate optimization method for a specific application, the particular requirements of this application need to be taken into account. The complexity of pre-stage channel estimation is negligible since the pre-stage channel estimatesȟ are obtained in closed form. Furthermore, the pseudoinverse
n can be computed in advance since the pilot symbols x 0 [ k] and the receive filter g Rx (τ ) are known. Hence, the overall complexity is dominated by the optimization algorithm for CPE.
It should be noted here that the only parameter, that is needed for positioning, isθ 3 =ˆ 1 = −ε. All remaining P − 1 parameters are not relevant for positioning. However, the whole parameter estimateθ is needed to obtain enhanced channel estimatesĥ = h(θ ), which are more reliable than the pre-stage channel estimatesȟ due to the usage of a priori information about pulse shaping and receive filtering.
Performance limits-CRLB
The CRLB corresponds to the best performance that any unbiased estimator can achieve. This means that the covariance matrix of the estimator, Cθ , is greater than or equal to the inverse of the Fisher information matrix I(θ) −1 [27, 28] :
i.e., the matrix Cθ − I(θ ) −1 is positive semidefinite. If only a single parameter θ p , 1 ≤ p ≤ P, is considered, the variance of this parameter, which corresponds to the mean squared error (MSE) in case of an unbiased estimator, is greater than or equal to the corresponding diagonal entry of the inverse Fisher information matrix:
According to [28] , each entry of the Fisher information matrix is defined as
Employing the Jacobian matrix of the channel function h(θ), which is given by
results in the following Fisher information matrix:
As already mentioned earlier, the estimation of the ToA corresponds to the estimation of the sampling phase and, thus, the only parameter of interest for positioning isθ 3 = 1 = −ε. Given a certain parameter vector θ , only the corresponding CRLB according to (22) with p = 3 is considered:
Since there are many possible parameter sets θ, the CRLBs are determined semi-analytically by means of Monte Carlo simulations. In each run of a Monte Carlo simulation, a different channel realization with a different parameter vector θ is generated and the corresponding Fisher information matrix is determined according to (25) . The overall CRLB is given by the expectation of the inverse Fisher information matrices
where the expectation is taken with respect to the parameter vector θ . For all channel models examined below, the CRLBs are determined for different oversampling factors over the SNR in dB. To be more precise, the pilot-to-noise ratio (PNR),
is taken into account, which is only a fraction of the SNR,
The relationship between the PNR and the SNR is determined by the pilot layer power: γ p = ρ·γ s . The following simulation setup is applied if not stated otherwise: A burst length of K = 100 (K = JK ) is assumed and a pseudorandom sequence of BPSK symbols is used as training. A Gaussian pulse shape
is applied. In order to obtain a causal pulse shape, the Gaussian pulse is shifted by a certain amount s. That means that the overall pulse shape is given by which is equally distributed among the pulse shaping and the receive filter. Hence, the autocorrelation of each filter corresponds to a Gaussian pulse:
In this case, the noise covariance matrix is given by
An effective pulse width of T g = 8T s and a shift of s = 0.5 T g = 4T s are assumed. In each run of a Monte Carlo simulation, a uniformly distributed random sampling phase ε is generated in the interval [ −0.5 T s , +0.5 T s ]. The remaining parameters of θ are generated according to the applied channel model. In all figures below, the quantities concerning timing or delay measures are normalized with respect to the symbol duration, e.g., the CRLB of ε is normalized to T 2 s . Three different kinds of channel models are considered: A single-path channel, several twopath channels, and different WINNER channels according to [33] . The single-path channel comprises only a lineof-sight (LOS) path and is taken into account since it is the best possible case for positioning and, thus, provides a lower bound for all other channel models. The two-path channels comprise an additional propagation path beside the LOS path. By means of the two-path channel models, the influence of different channel characteristics such as the excess delay, power ratio, and phase offset between the two propagation paths can be investigated. The relationships observed for the two-path channels are the basis for more complex channel models with an arbitrary number of propagation paths. In this case, the mutual relationship between all paths determines the performance. This means that the results obtained for the two-path channels can be used to predict the performance for the WINNER channels, that model wireless radio propagation in urban and indoor environments in a realistic way. Due to the assumption of perfect DIC, the performance limits presented below are not only valid for the system concept proposed by the authors, but can also be applied to other multiplexing techniques like TDM.
Single-path channel
The single-path channel, which comprises a LOS path only, is taken into account since it is the best possible case for positioning and, thus, provides a lower bound for all other channel models. The channel coefficients of the single-path channel are modeled by
The starting phase Φ is generated randomly between 0 and 2π.
As there is only a single-path, there are no excess delays and, thus, the channel memory length results in L = 9 (L = JL ). In Figure 2 , the normalized CRLB of ε for the single-path channel is plotted over the PNR. In Figure 2a , the influence of the burst length K is shown for symbolrate sampling (J = 1), whereas in Figure 2b the influence of the oversampling factor J is illustrated for a burst length of K = 100. In all cases, the CRLB decreases with the PNR and is much smaller than one, which corresponds to a small fraction of the squared symbol duration T 2 s . This means that the estimation error is much smaller than the symbol duration T s . The larger the burst length, the better the performance: The CRLB improves by approximately 3 dB if the burst length is doubled (see Figure 2a) . The same influence of the burst length is observed in all other channel models. Hence, only burst lengths of K = 100 are considered in the following if not stated otherwise. Furthermore, oversampling provides a slight performance gain as shown in Figure 2b : For all oversampling factors J ≥ 2, the CRLBs are improved by approximately 0.8 dB in comparison to symbol-rate sampling. A similar behavior is observed for the remaining channel models as well, i.e., all oversampling factors J ≥ 2 lead to same performance gain. Hence, only J = 2 is considered subsequently. The question arises for what reason oversampling provides a performance gain? What is the difference between symbol-rate sampling and oversampling? In order to answer these questions, the CRLB for the single-path channel is examined in more detail. The starting point is the Fisher information matrix given in (25) . In order to keep the following investigations manageable, two assumptions are applied which simplify the determination of the Fisher information matrix. First, white noise is assumed for all oversampling factors and, second, the burst length is assumed to be large. In this case, the inverse covariance matrix of the channel estimation error can be approximated by a scaled identity matrix
with scaling factor γ = (K − L )/(Jσ 2 n ). This leads to an approximate Fisher information matrix
Hence, only the Jacobian matrix needs to be determined. The partial derivatives of the channel coefficients are given by Multiplying the Hermitian conjugate of the Jacobian matrix with the Jacobian matrix itself and taking the real part of the result leads to a Fisher information matrix of the following form:
Inverting the matrix in (37) results in
The CRLB of the sampling phase corresponds to the third main diagonal entry of the above matrix
Since |f | 2 is always one in the single-path channel, the difference between symbol-rate sampling and oversampling must depend somehow on the sums over the exponential terms and, thus, on the sampling phase itself. In Figure 3 , the influence of the sampling phase on the approximate CRLB is illustrated: In Figure 3a , the approximate CRLB is plotted over the sampling phase ε for symbol-rate sampling and oversampling with J = 2 for γ p = 10 dB. For oversampling with J = 2, the approximate CRLB is constant and does not depend on ε. In contrast, the approximate CRLB varies with the sampling phase for symbol-rate sampling. Thus, there is a considerable difference between symbol-rate sampling and oversampling. The same behavior can be observed for the average channel power divided by the oversampling factor, which corresponds to the numerator in (43). The average channel power according to (44) is plotted in Figure 3b : For oversampling with J = 2, the power of the channel is constant and, thus, independent of the sampling phase. For symbol-rate sampling, in contrast, the power of the channel is a function of the sampling phase: The highest power is obtained for ε = 0 (perfect synchronization), while the smallest power occurs for |ε| = 0.5T s . This means that non-perfect synchronization leads to a power loss concerning symbol-rate sampling. Similar results have already been reported by the authors in [6] for a rectangular and a root raised cosine pulse shape. Now, it is clear that there is a considerable difference between symbol-rate sampling and oversampling. But the question remains: How does this difference lead to the observed performance gain of oversampling? In order to answer this question, it is necessary to return to the exact Fisher information matrix described by (25) and the corresponding exact CRLB. How does the behavior of the CRLB change if the exact instead of the approximate version is taken into account? In Figure 4a , both types of the CRLB are plotted over the sampling phase ε for K = 100, γ p = 10 dB and J = 1, 2. The curves are labeled with "A" for approximate and "E" for exact. In order to have a closer look at the different behavior of the approximate and the exact CRLB, the normalized difference between the symbol-rate sampled and the oversampled CRLB according to
is plotted for each type in Figure 4b . For the approximate and the exact CRLB, the shape of the corresponding curves is basically the same. The difference between the approximate CRLB and the exact CRLB lies in the fact that the curves of the exact CRLB are shifted downward with the shift for symbol-rate sampling being smaller than the shift for oversampling. This means that the curves of the normalized difference between the CRLBs are shifted upward. A slight deviation is observed in case of the exact CRLB for J = 2: In contrast to the approximate CRLB for oversampling, the exact CRLB for oversampling is not absolutely constant over the whole range of sampling phases, but it slightly increases for ε ≥ 0 (see Figure 4a ). This effect is due to the short burst length of K = 100. For larger burst lengths (e.g., K = 400), this effect is not present anymore and the exact CRLB for J = 2 is absolutely constant over the whole sampling phase range as well. The most interesting aspect is revealed by the mean of the normalized difference, which is shown as a straight line in Figure 4b . If white noise is assumed for all oversampling factors ("A"), then the mean of the normalized difference (45) equals zero in all cases. That means that on average there is no difference between symbol-rate sampling and oversampling such that the CRLBs determined via Monte Carlo simulations (with a random sampling phase) are the same. In case of colored noise ("E"), the mean of the normalized difference (45) is approximately 0.16 for K = 100, i.e., the exact CRLBs for symbol-rate sampling and oversampling differ on average by a small amount. This difference leads to the oversampling gain which has been observed in Figure 2b .
Last but not least, it is interesting to note that the mean of the normalized difference as well as the oversampling gain vary with the burst length K . In Figure 5 , the influence of the burst length K is examined in more detail: In Figure 5a , the CRLB of ε is plotted for symbol-rate sampling and oversampling with different burst lengths of K = 100 and K = 400. As already mentioned before, the performance gain of oversampling is approximately 0.8 dB for K = 100. For K = 400, this gain is increased to approximately 1 dB. For comparison, the mean of the normalized difference is plotted over the burst length K in Figure 5b . The circles denote the simulated values, while the dashed line corresponds to a fitted curve. It is observed that the mean normalized difference increases with the burst length and saturates around 0.223, i.e., from approximately K = 800 upward the mean normalized difference is constant. The mean normalized difference for K = 400 is approximately 0.2. Interestingly, the ratio of the performance gains corresponds to the ratio of the mean normalized differences: 0.8/1 dB = 0.8 = 0.16/0.2. Thus, the mean of the normalized difference translates into the performance gain with a positive factor. As the mean normalized difference saturates around 0.223, the maximum achievable oversampling gain is approximately 1.115 dB in a single-path channel.
Two-path channels
Two-path channels represent the simplest form of a multipath channel. Since block fading is assumed, a two-path channel can be fully characterized according to
By means of the two-path channel models, the influence of different channel characteristics such as the excess delay ν 2 , power ratio P = a 2 1 /a 2 2 , and phase offset Φ = Φ 2 − Φ 1 between the two propagation paths can be investigated. The maximum possible excess delay is fixed to ν max 2 = 2T s , which leads to a channel memory length of L = 11 (L = JL ). At first, the CRLB of ε is examined over PNR, where the power ratio and the phase offset are generated randomly in the intervals [0. oversampling factors are shown in Figure 6 . The overall performance decreases with respect to the LOS channel (as expected) but the oversampling gain increases. Both, the overall performance and the oversampling gain, depend on the channel model: The smaller the excess delay, the worse is the CRLB and the larger is the oversampling gain. For the channel with small excess delay, the gain is approximately 6.5 dB, whereas it is only 2.6 dB for the channel with large excess delay. In order to have a closer look at this dependence, the CRLBs are determined over the excess delay for a fixed PNR (γ p = 10 dB). Similarly, the influence of the phase offset Φ and the power ratio P is investigated. In contrast to the LOS channel, the approximate Fisher information matrix according to (35) and the corresponding approximate CRLB are not considered here. Due to the increased size of the Fisher information matrix (6×6 instead of 3×3), the resulting formula for the approximate CRLB consists of many different terms and is, therefore, less concise than in the case of the LOS channel. Two basic simulation setups are applied, whose characteristics are tabulated in Table 1 . The parameter of interest is varied, while the other parameters are fixed to the values given in Table 1 . The corresponding CRLBs and their normalized differences according to (45) are shown on the left-hand side and on the right-hand side of Figure 7 , respectively. The curves are labeled with "S1" for the first setup and "S2" for the second setup. The mean normalized difference of the LOS channel (for K = 100) is given for comparison in Figure 7b ,d,f since it corresponds to a lower bound concerning the normalized difference of the two-path channels. In the first row of Figure 7 , the influence of the excess delay ν 2 is illustrated for both setups, while the influence of the phase offset Φ and the power ratio P are shown in the second and third row, respectively. The overall performance and the oversampling gain strongly depend on the simulation setup and the channel characteristic of interest. It is obvious that the first setup corresponds to a kind of worst case concerning parameter estimation, whereas the second setup represents a kind of best case scenario. For the first setup, oversampling can provide a significant gain over symbol-rate sampling. This gain is not influenced by the power ratio (see Figure 7f ), while it mainly depends on the excess delay ν 2 (see Figure 7b ): The smaller the excess delay, the larger is the oversampling gain. Hence, oversampling proves especially helpful in dense multipath scenarios. Furthermore, the phase offset Φ has a significant impact on the oversampling gain, which is highest when both propagations paths have the same or the opposite phase (see Figure 7d ). As mentioned above, the normalized difference translates into the oversampling gain with a positive factor. Thus, the larger the normalized difference, the larger is the oversampling gain. Figure 7 does not only illustrate the dependence of the oversampling gain on the channel characteristics, but gives also an insight into the relation between these characteristics and the overall performance. With decreasing excess delay ν 2 , the CRLB increases as it becomes more difficult to separate the two propagation paths. Similarly, the CRLB is worst if the paths are in phase ( Φ = 0 • ) or have an opposite phase ( Φ = 180 • ). The smaller the power ratio P, the smaller is the amplitude of the first path in comparison to the second path and the more likely it is that the delay of the first path, namely the sampling phase, is estimated wrongly. Thus, the influence of the channel characteristics on the overall performance can be summarized as follows: Dense multipath scenarios with similar or opposite phases and a small power ratio are most challenging. The more challenging it is to estimate the sampling phase, the higher is the gain due to oversampling. Hence, the application of oversampling (with J = 2) is highly recommended.
WINNER channels
The WINNER channels described in [33] represent realistic scenarios with a high number of propagation paths. Many different propagation scenarios are considered including rural, suburban and urban as well as indoor scenarios. Generally, the WINNER channel models are suited for the evaluation of multiple-input multiple-output sys- (SISO) is considered here. Two types of channel models are presented in [33] : The generic model, that is suited for system level simulations, and the clustered delay line (CDL) model, that is reduced in complexity for fast link level simulations. In this contribution, the CDL models are utilized. The parameters of the CDL models like the excess delay or the average power of a multipath component are fixed and tabulated. A single multipath component is called cluster in [33] . With the Gaussian pulse shape in (30) and the block fading assumption, the channel coefficients for WINNER channel models with I clusters are given as
where the complex amplitudes f i are determined by the superposition of R = 20 rays according to
If a LOS component is present, the first cluster consists of R = 21 rays. Each cluster is assigned a normalized amplitude A i that is computed from the tabulated cluster powers P i as
in order to achieve a power normalization. The starting phases Φ i,r are determined randomly between 0 and 2π http://asp.eurasipjournals.com/content/2012/1/178
for each ray in every cluster. Three different WINNER channel models are considered in this paper: typical urban micro-cell (B1-LOS), large indoor hall (B3-LOS) and typical urban macro-cell (C2-LOS). For an exact description of these scenarios and the corresponding parameter tables please refer to [33] . a The most important parameters of the WINNER channel models are summarized in the upper part of Table 2 . In addition to the number of clusters I and the number of parameters P, the Rician factor K R as well as the excess delays ν 2 and ν I are listed. Furthermore, the minimum delay difference, min {ν i −ν i−1 }, and the average delay difference, E {ν i −ν i−1 }, between neighboring paths is determined. For the minimum delay difference, the cluster number for which this difference occurs is given. Until now, only normalized excess delays ν 2 /T s have been considered. Thus, the preceding results are valid for any choice of the symbol duration T s . In case of the WINNER channel models, the excess delays are given as absolute values in ns. Hence, the simulation results depend on the choice of the symbol duration T s . Here, T s =10 ns is considered. In the lower part of Table 2 , the channel memory length L for symbol-rate sampling (L=JL ) as well as the relative excess delays and relative delay differences for T s =10 ns are tabulated.
In the WINNER channel models, parameter estimation is much more challenging in comparison to the two-path channel models since a much larger number of propagation paths I>2 is considered. Thus, the dimension of the estimation process P=3I increases significantly. However, the relationships observed for the two-path channels are the basis for more complex channel models with an arbitrary number of propagation paths like the WINNER channel models. In this case, the mutual relationship between all paths determines the performance, where the relationship between the first and the second path is of special importance. A performance prognosis can be given based on the results obtained for the two-path channel models: Dense multipath scenarios with similar or opposite phases and a small power ratio are most challenging. Due to the superposition of several rays per cluster with random starting phases, the phase offsets and power ratios of all paths are random and can not be influenced. Nevertheless, the Rician factor is a valuable indicator since it is defined as the average power ratio of the LOS path and the scattered components. The smaller the Rician factor, the smaller is the average LOS power and the worse the performance should be. From this point of view, the B3-LOS channel is most challenging. Furthermore, the relative excess delays and delay differences are of interest. Especially, the relative excess delay of the first multipath component ν 2 /T s is important since the corresponding pulse overlaps the most with the LOS component. For T s =10 ns, the relative excess delays of the first multipath component are in a reasonable range. The same is valid for the relative minimum delay differences. Again, the B3-LOS is most challenging with respect to delay differences because a very small delay difference of 3.5 ns occurs twice. Taking all parameters into account, the worst performance is expected for the B3-LOS channel (large indoor hall), whereas the best performance is predicted for the B1-LOS channel (urban micro-cell). The CRLBs of all three WINNER channels for symbol-rate sampling and oversampling with J = 2 are shown in Figure 8 . The above performance prediction is met by all simulation results: The best and worst performance is obtained for the B1-LOS and the B3-LOS channel, respectively. For oversampling with J = 2 (dashed lines), the CRLBs are even better than the corresponding CRLB for the two-path channel with small excess delay. The performance of the B1-LOS channel is even similar to the performance of the two-path channel with large excess delay. In contrast, a significant performance degradation is observed for symbol-rate sampling. For the B3-LOS channel, the normalized CRLB at γ p = 0 dB is very high with a value close to 10 4 . This means that oversampling gains larger than 30 dB are possible in case of the WINNER channel models. Hence, it is highly recommended to apply oversampling with J=2 because accuracies well below the symbol duration can only be obtained for oversampling.
The symbol duration of T s = 10 ns has been chosen for the simulations in order to achieve reasonable values for the relative excess delays. With increasing symbol duration T s , the relative excess delays and delay differences decrease. Very small delay differences lead to illconditioned (or even rank-deficient) Fisher information matrices, that are difficult to invert. In order to avoid a complete failure of the matrix inversion, singular value decomposition as described in [32, p. 62ff.] can be applied. However, the corresponding CRLBs degrade significantly if the relative delay differences become too small. In this case, the channel models are not adequate anymore and should be revised because neighboring clusters are not resolvable by any means and act like additional rays that contribute to a single cluster. This means, that clusters with nearly the same relative excess delay should be combined to a single cluster. In this way, the number of clusters is reduced, the new clusters are resolvable and meaningful CRLBs can be determined again.
Impact of the performance limits for CPE on the overall positioning process
As already mentioned in the introduction part of this article, positioning is typically performed in two steps, namely parameter estimation and position estimation. Until now, only the first step (CPE) has been examined. In the following, the impact of the performance limits for CPE on the second step is discussed. Hence, several links between different reference objects (ROs) and a mobile station (MS) in a certain geometrical setup have to be taken into account. For a better understanding, the positioning problem for localization based on the ToA is shortly introduced and a corresponding CRLB is derived. Two-dimensional positioning is considered for that purpose, i.e., at least three ROs are needed to determine the position of the MS. An extension to three-dimensional localization is straight forward.
The MS's position, that shall be estimated from the ToAs, is denoted by p = [ p 1 , p 2 ] T =[ x, y] T , while the known locations of the ROs are denoted by
where B is the number of reference objects. The true distance between the MS and the bth RO is a nonlinear function of the current MS's position p and can be determined according to :
Again, an ML estimator can be applied to estimate the position of the MS:
Similar to the ML estimator for CPE, the metric Ωd(p) for position estimation is nonlinear due to the nonlinear distance function (50). Hence, an optimization algorithm has to be applied similar to the case of CPE. Often, a Gauss-Newton approach known as Taylor series algorithm [34, 35] is utilized for positioning. But for positioning, there are additionally some approximative, non-iterative estimators like the weighted least-squares algorithm available [36, 37] . As in the case of CPE, a CRLB can be determined for positioning, that corresponds to the best performance that any unbiased estimator can achieve. This means that the covariance matrix of the position estimator Cp is http://asp.eurasipjournals.com/content/2012/1/178 greater than or equal to the inverse of the Fisher information matrix I −1 (p) [27, 28] :
i.e., the matrix Cp−I −1 (p) is positive semi-definite. The CRLB for positioning is given by the trace of the inverse Fisher information matrix
Similar to the derivations for CPE, the following expression is obtained for the Fisher information matrix in case of positioning: 
Since the positions of all involved ROs are required in order to determine the Fisher information matrix, the positioning accuracy depends on the geometry between the ROs and the MS. In order to separate the influence of the geometry from the influence of the estimation errors e on the positioning accuracy, the GDOP is taken into account [10] . The GDOP is defined as the square root of the CRLB, given the assumption that all pseudoranges are affected by the same error variance σ 2 e b =1, 1 ≤ b ≤ B (i.e. C e =I):
The GDOP can be influenced by an adequate spatial distribution of the ROs. Given a certain GDOP, the CRLB is only influenced by the variances of the pseudorange errors σ 2 e b , which should be as small as possible. Since the pseudorangesd b are determined from the ToAsτ b,1 , which in turn depend on the estimated sampling phaseε b according to (7), the performance limits for CPE are required in order to determine a CRLB for positioning:
Hence, the performance limits for CPE directly translate into the performance limits for positioning given a certain GDOP.
Conclusion
In this article, the positioning part of the joint communication and positioning system recently proposed by the authors is investigated. CPE is the core part of the system proposal, which is based on IDM in combination with PLACE, and positioning via the ToA. Based on the assumption that a priori information about pulse shaping and receive filtering is available, parameters of the physical channel, that are exploited for positioning, are estimated jointly with the channel coefficients of the equivalent discrete-time channel model, which are needed for data detection. There are two equivalent approaches for CPE, which are based on the maximum-likelihood principle: One approach is based on the received samples and the other approach, which is performed in two steps, is based on preliminary channel estimates obtained via standard channel estimation. The latter approach is recommended since it is advantageous from a complexity point of view. Performance limits in terms of CRLBs are determined for a single-path model, different two-path channel models, and several WINNER channel models. The influence of oversampling and different channel characteristics is investigated. It is shown that oversampling provides a performance gain because the channel power as well as the CRLB for symbol-rate sampling depend on the sampling phase, while they are independent of the sampling phase for oversampling. The influence of the channel characteristics in the two-path channels (namely the excess delay, phase offset and power ratio) can be summarized as follows: Dense multipath scenarios with similar or opposite phases and a small power ratio are most challenging. The more challenging it is to estimate the sampling phase, the higher is the gain due to oversampling. Hence, the application of oversampling (with J = 2) is highly recommended in order to improve the positioning accuracy. The relationships observed for the two-path channels are the basis for more complex channel models with an arbitrary number of propagation paths. In this case, the mutual relationship between all paths determines the performance. Consequently, the performance for the WINNER channels can be predicted. A performance prognosis is derived that is met by the simulation results for the WINNER channel models. All results presented in this article are not limited to the proposed system concept but apply for other multiplexing techniques as well.
Endnote
a The WINNER channel models applied in this contribution differ slightly from those defined in [33] . In [33] , the two strongest clusters are divided into three sub-clusters:
The first sub-cluster is composed of ten rays and has a zero delay offset, the second sub-cluster consists of six rays and has a delay offset of 5 ns and the last sub-cluster comprises http://asp.eurasipjournals.com/content/2012/1/178 four rays with a delay offset of 10 ns [33, p. 41] . This division is neglected here: All 20 rays have the same delay, where the original delay is offset by 3.5 ns (mean offset).
